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Abstract
In this paper we introduce and study g , g* , g* *- compact functions and we study the relation of

compact functions with this types of the functions. Finally, we study further theorems and
properties on g , g* , g* *- compact functions.
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1-Introduction
The objective of present paper is to

introduce certain classes of sets namely
g-compact sets and certain types of
g, g*, g**-compact functions. Various
properties of such functions have been
discussed.

A space X means a topological spaces
(X, ) on which no separation axioms are
assumed, unless explicitly stated. The interior
and the closure of any subset A of X will be
denoted by Int(A) and cl(A) respectively. A
function f :X → Y is said to be a compact if

)(1 Kf − is a compact subset of X, whenever K
is a compact subset of Y [1]. A subset F of a
space X is called generalized closed (briefly
g-closed) if cl(F) ⊆ O , whenever F⊆ O , and O
is open in X [2]. Also, a subset O of a space X
is said to be generalized open (briefly g-open)
if cO is g-closed set. It easy to show that every
closed (open) set is g-closed (g-open). The
author in [3] introduced the following
definitions:

A function f :X → Y is said to be g-closed
if f (F) is g-closed subset of Y ,whenever F is
closed subset of X, and is said to be g* -closed
if f (F) is closed subset of Y ,whenever F is
g- closed subset of X, also is said to be
g** -closed if f (F) is g-closed subset of Y,
whenever F is g- closed subset of X . Also f is
said to be g** - continuous if )(1 Ff − is g- closed
(g-open) whenever F is g-closed (g-open)
subset of Y. Also, a subset O of X is g-open if
and only if oOF ⊆ for every closed set

OF ⊂ .

2-Certain Types of Compact Functions:
Definition (2.1), [4]:

A subset K of a space X is said to be
generalized compact, (briefly g-compact) if for
every g-open cover of K has a finite subcover.

Every g-compact set is compact, but the
converse is not true in general as in the
following example illustrate.

Example (2.2):
Let R be the real line , N be the subset of

R and ζ RURU =⊆= { or }=∩ NU .It is
clear that ,(R ζ) is a topological space.
Put }{}{}{ iNRiNU c

i ∪−=∪= , ,....2,1=i

iU is not open subset of R ,where Ni ∈ . Since
}{iNU i =∩ , ,....2,1=i

Now to show that iU is g- open subset of
R. Since the only closed subset of R which is
contained in iU is , and so 0U⊂ this
implies to iU is g-open for each ,....2,1=i

Hence the family { }∞
=1iiU forms a g- open cover

to R; that is, { } { }( ) RiNRU
i i

i =−=
∞

=

∞

=
U U U

1 1

, but

this cover can not reducible into finite
subcover. Therefore R is not g compact.

To show that R is compact. Since the only
open set which is cover N is U=R and so every
open cover to R must be contains U=R. This
means every open cover to R ,we can choose
finite subfamily {R} cover to R. Therefore R
is compact.
Now we introduce the following definitions:
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Definition (2.3):
A function f :X →Y is said to be

g-compact if )(1 Kf − is g-compact subset in X,
whenever K is a compact subset in Y.

Every g-compact function is compact, but
the converse is not true in general as in the
following example illustrate.

Example (2.4):
The identity function ),(),(: RRI R →

is compact but not g-compact function.
The compact sets in R is the set that contain N.
Since any covering to this sets must be contain
R, then we can choose {R} to cover this sets.
Hence RI is compact function, since for any
compact subset K of R , KKIR =− )(1 .

But RI is not g- compact function, since R
is compact but RRIR =− )(1 is not g-compact
(example (2.2)) . 

Definition (2.5):
A function f :X →Y is said to be

g*-compact
if )(1 Kf − is compact subset in X, whenever K
is g- compact subset in Y.

Every compact function is g *- compact but
the converse is not true in general as in the
following example illustrate.

Example (2.6):
Let →),(: DRI ,(R ζ), where I be the

identity function. I is g*-compact function
since the g-compact sets in ζ are the only
finite sets which their inverse images are
compact sets in D . But I is not compact
function since (R, ζ) is compact
(example(2.2))hence RRI =− )(1 , but ),( DR is
not compact, which implies I is not compact
function.

Definition (2.7):
A function f :X →Y is said to be

g**- compact if )(1 Kf − is g- compact subset in
X, whenever K is g- compact subset in Y.

Every g-compact function is g**- compact,
which they  g*- compact, but the converses is
not true in general.

Definition (2.8), [5]:
A function f :X →Y is said to be point

inversely compact (briefly p.i.compact) if
)(1 yf − is compact subset in X, for every Yy ∈ .

We introduce the following concept.

Definition (2.9):
A function f :X →Y is said to be

point inversely generalized compact (briefly
p.i.g-compact) if )(1 yf − is g- compact subset in
X, for every Yy ∈ .

Remarks (2.10):
Every compact function is p.i.compact but

the converse is not true in general, every p.i.g-
compact function is p.i.compact but the
converse is not true in general and every g-
compact function is p.i.compact and p.i.g-
compact but the converse is not true in
general.
Example (2.11):

Let IR: (R, D ) → (R, u ),where IR (x)= x,
for all Rx ∈  .

To show that IR is p.i.compact and p.i.g-
compact. Since }{})({1 xxIR =− , for all Rx ∈
and every finite set in every topological space
is compact and g- compact.
But it is clear [0,1] is compact in usual
topology, while ]1,0[])1,0([1 =−

RI is not compact
in the discrete topology and hence it is not g-
compact.
Therefore IR is neither compact nor g- compact
function

Theorem (2.12):
Let f :X →Y be g-closed function and

p.i.compact, then f is g * -compact.

Proof:
Let K be g- compact subset of Y and

{ } Ω∈U be an open cover of )(1 Kf − , where
Ω is the index set. T be a family of all finite
subset of Ω set. U

t
t UU

∈

= , where Tt ∈ .Since

f is p.i.compact, for every Kk ∈ , implies
})({1 kf − is compact set and contained in

tU ,where Tt ∈ .Hence )( tUXfYK −−∈ .
So U

Tt
tUXfYK

∈

−−⊂ )).((
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But )( tUXfY −− is g-open, then there exist

t1,t2,…,tn∈T s.t ))((
1

U
n

i
t i

UXfYK
=

−−⊂

(since K is g-compact ) and so

))(()(
1

11 U
n

i
ti

UXfYfKf
=

−− −−⊂

            = ))((
1

1U
n

i
t i

UXffX
=

− −− ,

since XYf =− )(1

))((
1

U
n

i
tiUXX

=

−−⊂

UU
01 Ω∈=

== UU
n

i
t i

,

where nttt ∪∪∪=Ω ...210 .
So )(1 Kf − is compact in X. Therefore f is
g* -compact function.
Theorem (2.13):

Every g- closed subset of g-compact space
is g- compact.

Proof:
Let K be a g- closed subset of g-compact

space X. Let { } Ω∈G be a g-open cover of K,
that is; U

Ω∈

⊂ GK . But X K is g-open so,

UU
Ω∈

−= )()( GKXX . Since X is g- compact

then UU
n

i
i

GKXX
1

)()(
=

−= ,and

U
n

i
i

GK
1

)(
=

⊂ .Therefore K is g- compact.

Remark (2.14):
Every finite set is g- compact.

Theorem (2.15):
A continuous function from g-compact

space into T2 space is g- closed.

Proof:
Let F be a closed subset of X which is

g-compact, so X is compact. Then F is
compact in X.

Since f is continuous function, then f (F) is
compact in Y which is T2 space, then f (F) is
closed, so it is g-closed in Y.
Therefore f is g-closed function.

Theorem (2.16):
Let f :X →Y be g-compact function and A

is a closed subset of X , then
YAAf →: is also g- compact.

Proof:
Let K be a compact subset of Y, then

)(1 Kf − is g- compact subset in X, but A is
closed in X, so )(1 KfA −I is closed in

)(1 Kf − . Hence it is g-closed in )(1 Kf − .
Therefore by theorem (2.13) )(1 KfA −I is

g-compact. But )()( 11 KfAKf A
−− = I ,

then Af is g- compact.

Definition (2.17),[5]:
Let f :X →Y be a function and T be a

subset of Y ,we define TTffT →− )(: 1 by:
)()( xfxfT = ,for all )(1 Tfx −∈ .

Theorem (2.18):
If f :X →Y is g-compact continuous

function and T is closed subset of Y, then
TTffT →− )(: 1 is also g- compact.

Proof:
Let G be a compact subset of T, then it is

compact in Y and so )(1 Gf − is g-compact in X.
Since )(1 Tf − is closed in X, then

)()( 11 GfTf −− I is closed in )(1 Gf − , which
implies it is g-closed, then by theorem
(2.13) )()( 11 GfTf −− I is g-compact. But

)()()( 111 GfTfGfT
−−− = I ; that is, Tf is

g-compact.

Theorem (2.19):
Let f :X →Y be bijective function. Then

the  g**- continuous image of g-compact set is
g-compact.

Proof:
Let K be a g- compact subset of X, and

{ } Ω∈V be a g- open cover of f (K);that is,

U
Ω∈

= VKf )( .

So K= ==
Ω∈

−− UVfKff 11 )( U
Ω∈

− )(1 Vf .
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Since f is g**-continuous, then )(1 Vf − is
g-open set for all Ω∈ ,so{ } Ω∈

− )(1 Vf is a
g-open cover of K ,which is g- compact , so

U
n

i
i

VfK
1

1 )(
=

−= ,then

U
n

i
i

VffKf
1

1 ))(()(
=

−= =U
n

i
i

Vff
1

1 )(
=

−

U
n

i
i

V
1=

= .

Therefore f(K) is g-compact.

Theorem (2.20):
Let f1 :X →Y and f2 :Y →Z be functions

then
1. If f1 is g-compact and f2 is g *- compact,

then 12 ff o is g **- compact.
2. If f1 is g*-compact and f2 is g- compact, then

12 ff o is compact.
3. If f1 is g*-compact and f2 is g **- compact

then, 12 ff o is g* -compact.
4. If f1 and f2 is g**- compact, then 12 ff o is

g** -compact.
5. If f1 is g-compact and f2 is compact, then

12 ff o is g- compact.
6. If f1 is compact and f2 is g*- compact, then

12 ff o is g*compact.
7. If f1 is g** -compact and f2 is g compact,

then 12 ff o is g- compact.

Proofs:
1.Let K be a g- compact subset of Z ,
then )(1

2 Kf − is compact subset of Y , so
))(( 1

2
1

1 Kff −− is g-compact in X. But
))(( 1

2
1

1 Kff −− = )(1
2

1
1 Kff −− o = )()( 1

12 Kff −o .
Therefore 12 ff o is  g**- compact.

In the same way we can prove the others.

Theorem (2.21):
Let f1 :X →Y and f2 :Y →Z be functions then
1. If fg o is g- compact and f is surjective

g**-continuous function , then g is
g- compact.

2. If fg o is g*-compact and g is one to one
g**-continuous function , then f is
g*- compact.

3. If fg o is g**-compact and g is one to one
g**-continuous function , then f is
g**- compact.

Proofs:
1.Let M be a compact subset of Z, then

)()( 1 Mfg −o is g-compact in X, so
)()( 1 Mfgf −o is g-compact in Y. also

)()( 1 Mfgf −o = ))(( 11 Mgff −− o =
)))((( 11 Mgff −− = )(1 Mg − .

Therefore g is g- compact.
2. Let M be g- compact subset of Y, then

by theorem (2.19) we obtain )(Mg is
g-compact in Z.

Hence ))(()( 1 Mgfg −o is compact in X. But
))(()( 1 Mgfg −o = ))()(( 11 Mggf −− o =

))((( 11 Mggf −− = )(1 Mf − .
Therefore f is g*- compact.

In the same way we can prove (3).

Theorem (2.22):
If A is a closed subset of a space X, then

the inclusion function of A is g**-compact.

Proof:
Let XAi →: be an inclusion function and

let K be a g-compact subset of X.
Since KAKi I=− )(1 is closed in K , so it is
g- closed. Hence KA I is g -compact that is,

)(1 Ki− is g-compact.

Theorem (2.23):
Let YXf →: be a homeomorphism then

if K is a g-compact subset of X so f (K) is also
g-compact.
Proof:

Let Λ∈}{V be a g-open cover of f (K) and
let F be closed subset of )(

0

1 Vf − , for some
Λ∈0 ,

0
)( VFf ⊂ which is g-open set. Then

0)( VFf ⊂ , so 0101 ))(()( VfVfF −− =⊂ .
So )(1 Vf − is a g-open set, but U

Λ∈

−= )(1 VfK

so U
n

i
i

VfK
1

1 )(
=

−= , implies

)(Kf = U
n

i
i

Vff
1

1 ))((
=

− = UU
n

i

n

i
ii

VVff
11

1 )(
==

− = .

Therefore )(Kf is g-compact set.

Theorem (2.24):
Let 111 : YXf → and 222 : YXf → be

functions, then if
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212121 : YYXXff ×→×× is g*-compact then,
f1 and f2 are also g*- compact.

Proof:
To prove f1 is g*- compact.
Let K be g- compact subset of Y1 , also

{y2} is a g-compact subset of Y2 ,where
22 Yy ∈ .

But KyK ≅× }{ 2 (by theorem 2.23), which is
g-compact.

}){()( 2
1

21 yKff ×× − is compact subset of
21 XX × , but

}){()( 2
1

21 yKff ×× − = }){)(( 2
1

21
1 yKff ×× −−

                               = })({)(( 2
1

2
1

1 yfKf −− × .
Hence )(1

1 Kf − is compact subset of X1,
therefore f1 is g*- compact.
In the same way, we can prove f2 is
g*-compact.
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